
CHAPI'ER VIII 

we have thus interpreted the moment of disinterestedness 

functioning as a cunstraint on the subjective grounds for ·ascrip-

tions of beauty to objects. The 11 quali ty 11 of the delight in 

judgments of taste requires that only pleasures that originate 

independently of any interest in the existence of their objects 

are inter-subjectively valid, or imputable to everyone else .. 

For Kant the absence of interest is the evidence for the 

hypothesis that a given pleasure is due to the harmony of 

imagin a·tion and understanding. 

In the first moment of aesthetic judgment functions as a 

criterion for judgments of taste by restricting the relation 

between subject and object by limiting the subjective grounds 

for in such judgments, then the third moment considers 11 the 

relation of ends which are brought into consideratic•n 11 in judgments 

of taste. There is a sense in which ·the third moment continues 
·, 

the argument of the first, and places restrictions on our sub-

jective grounds for the approval of the 11 prOper object for the 
i 

pure judgment of taste 11
.. It also seeks to specify certain proper-

ties or even kinC::s of objects which license judgments of taste. 
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Kant, at the end of the third moment, offers the following 

definition of the beautiful : 11 Beauty is the form of the .E!!f.J~Osive

ness of an object, so far as this is perceived in it witho~~ 

repr~gtatio~~~£120S~. A note on the terminology may be 

added at the beginning. The Bernard translation of the third 

criticwe has the word 11purposiveness 11 for 11 finality 11 , which occurs 

in the Meredi·th translation .• Bernard h?s "purpose 11 where Meredith 

uses 11 end.11 
• Peter Gay a+so prefers "finality" ·"_or Kant• s 1 

Zwe~kmas~i9Q.ei:!::,. 'v'le shall use 11 finali·ty 11 as well .as 11purposive

ness11 interchangeably, 11 end" and "pur.i.)Ose" as equivalent express-

ions. 

It appears that Kant intends to argue that aesthetic 

judgments must be based on pleasure occasioned by the perceptual 

form o~ objects. And he suggests further that aesthetic response 

must be occasioned by a specific range of perceptual forms, those 

wliich have the appearance of design. In short, the objects of 

pure judgments of taste are to be regarded as having the mere 

"form uf finality 11
• In the third mument Kant may be taken as 

arguing the following theses : (a) that the judgmen·t of taste is 

a response to the "form of finali·ty" in an object; and (b) that 

·there is a connection bet\-Jeen the form of finality and appearance 
i 

\:;.• 

of design on the one hand, and between the beauty of an object 

to its form. 
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In the published Introduction Kant has asserted that it ::.;) 

is the form of objects which disposes the imagination and under

standing to their harmonious cooperation1 • Kant begins his argument 

in the third moment by intimating a concept of subjective or 

fonnal finality as that in virtue of which objects are beautiful. 

To appreciate the point of the argument, let us consider Kant's 

concept of 11 end11 or 11 purpose 11 (Zweck). The basic sense of 

11 finality 11 is derived from his definition of end. 

Kant defines an 11 end11 or 11 purpose 11 as 11 the object of a 

concept so far this concept is regarded as the cause of the 

object (the real ground of its possibility)n 2 • Since the defini-

tion is praposed according to transcendental requirements, it 

presupposes reference to ~othing empirical. That is, in calling 

something an end nothing is said about its particular relation 
0 •I 

to motivation or desire. What is said is that a thing which is 

an end is the product of causality through a conc:~pt •. NOW finality 

is a property of the kind of object which can lead to the produc-

tion of an end, or 11 the causality of a ~£~ in respect of its 

object11
• Thus to attribute finality to an object is to attribute 

to it a certain kind of causal history. An object which is final 

is. an object of a· kind which can be produced only by a pri c:;>r 
I 

representation of i·tself, or one which has actually be so produced. 

It should now be clear that no judgment: about the finality 

of an object can ground a judgment of taste. Judgments of finality 
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are judgments about the causal history of objects. such ju~gments 

employ determinate concepts. The doctrine of disinterestedness 

excludes such judgments from the basis of aesthetic response. 

If the objects of taste enjoy any finality, it must be somewhat 

different. 

Two sorts of ends are referred to in section II of the 

third Moment : objective end and subjective end. An objective 

end refers to an object represented as possible only on the 
~: 

basis of a certain kind of causal history. Since aesthetic· judg-

ment is not determined by causal considerations, the representa-

tion of an object as an objective end cannot determine the issue 

of its beauty. A subjective end is not an object with a certain 

kind of history, but rather, a certain aim, purpose, or interest 

that a person may have. Kant denies that the judgment of taste 
0 • 

rests on a subjective end. To say that the judgment of taste 

rests on a subjective end is to say the judgment depends on 

seeing an 6bj ect as fulfilling an interest of the person taking 

pleasure in it. This would be sayiny something about the causal 

efficacy or causal future of the object. It is to call it an 

end because it can satisfy an interest. 

Now by denying that objects are judged to be beautiful 
" . 

·'because of their status as either subjective o~ objective
1 

end.s, 

Kant intends to maJ<e a broader claim. But 'before we go on to 

·state what the claim is, we may note a point of interest. Kant• s 



idea is that aesthetic judgment must disregard not only the 

effect of the actual existence of an ~~ject on its perceiver 
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or audience, but its cau:5al history in generaL· including· i~s· 

causal connections to its creator. One • s pleasure in a beautiful 

object cannot be dependent on the perception of it as having been 

created in the intentional fulfilment of a concept. The role of 

a concept in its creation is not to be considered in aesthetic 

judgment of an object. An object of taste does not please as an 

object fulfilling a certain intention. If Kant•s discussion of 

finality cri t·icizes the assumption that a work• s success in 

fulfilling its maker• s intentions for it is itself a ground for 

aesthetic appreciation, then we have from Kant a criticism of 

one form of intentionalist fallacy3 

What was the broader claim that Kant intenued to make by 

denying that aesthetic judgment could be based on either subjec

tive or objective ends? This cunsists in establishing a sense of 

11 finality 11 implying no connection with the two kinds of ends. 

If a judgment of beauty can be determined neither by the agree

ableness of an object as a subjective end nor by its perfection 

as an objective end, then 11 the delight, which we estimate as 

universally communicable without a concept, and which constitutes 

the deterrnininc]' ground of the judgment of taste, can be consti-. 

tuted by nothing other than the subjective finality in the 

represen·tation of an object without any erid (whether objective 

or subjective), consequently the mere form of fianlity in the 
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4 representation through which an object is given to us 11 • 

The passage just cited is the source of the famous 

phrase (in Bernard's translation) 11 purposiveness without purpose". 

What is the "form of finality"? 'rhe expression "subjective 

finali·ty" suggests that an object has the form of finality when 

it stands in a certain relation to a subject who perceives and 

enjoys it. The concept of subjective finality is established 

in the first IntroductionS as well as in othe publi~hed Introduc-

t
. 6 
~on • In both the texts, tl1e subjective or formal finality of 

an object consists in its standing in a certain relation to a 

subject, namely, that of being able to dispose the imagination 

and understanding of the subject to their state of free play. 

'rhe form of purposiveness of an object c0nsists in its tendency 

to produce the hannony of the faculties. such a tendency is 

purposive because the harmony of the faculties itself pleases 

-as an unusual accomplishment of our general cognitive purpose. 
i . 

'rhis means that a be!:lutiful object does not please as a. 11 stil:>jec-

tive end11 in reference to some specific desire ot interest in 

the subject perceiving it. It pleases in reference to a more 

general aim on the pa~t of subjects - the aim of cognition itself. 

It is on such aim Kant's entire theory of aesthetic response 

depends. 

The enterprise of the Analytic of the Beautiful is 

inspired by the disanalogy emphasized bet'l.veen aesthetic judgment 
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and the empirical ones. Aesthetic delight does not stand in an 

ordinary connection to its object. rt is, says Kant, linked to 

an "internal" and an "intrinsic117 causality. Our consciousness 

of pleasure in the beautiful is our sole direct consci·-usness 

of the ground of this pleasure. Kant asserts that. as in the case 

of moral judgment the consciousness of the determination of 

the will and the feeling of pleasure are .identical, similarly, 

in the case of aesthetic judgment, the consciousness of the free 

play of the faculties just is the consciousness of pleasure. In 

the case of aesthetic judgment, the recognition of the finality 

of an object does not require a causal judgment about the relation 

between pleasure and an end. It is given by the feeling qf pleasure 

itself. Since the harmony of the f <Jcul ties is the ground of the 

pleasure in the beautiful, the causality is 11 internal 11 • Formal 

or subjective finality of the representation of an object disposes 
; 

the faculties of imagination and understanding-to the state of 

free play, and is thus internally causal in prodt;:cing feeling 

of pleasure. From the Crit~~-~ Re~~ we have learnt that 

the unification of our manifolds is the general subjective aim 

in cognition. This may be thouyht of. as a 11 formal 11 end, the 

form of knowledge without its usual matter •>r content, specific 

empirical judgments. In the first Critique form is whatever is 
I 

8 responsible for the unity of a manifold of perceptions • Space 

and time are the ~ri~ forms of intui t:j.on, and spatial and 

temporal structure the 2_Eriori and formal aspects of objects 

of experience. The form of appearance is what allows intuitions 
I 
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to be ordered in cognitive relations. Space and time are such 

forms. In the case of aesthetic judgment, formal finality is the 

power of an object, or its representation - to satisfy a formal 

end or purpose. The formal finality of an object is a sort of 

causality - the power of an object to s.atisfy the general aim of 

cognit~on apart from any determinate judgment, or to occasion 

a free play betv,reen imagination and understanding. 

we may indicate the notion of 11 intrinsic 11 causality. 

Intrinsic causality is the efficacy of the feeling of pleasure 

itself to produce a tendency tov1ard its own continuation. In 

section 12 of the third_critigu~ Kant says that our pleasure in 

the beautiful resembles pleasure in the agreeable or good in 

involving 11 an intrinsic caus-ality, namely, that of £reserving 

the condition of representation itself ana the occupation of the 

cognitive faculties without ulterior aim'o'. This explains why 

"we dwell on the contemplation of the beautiful119• 

The ways of Kant's thought are interesting enough. First 

he defines the notion of end in terms of causality. Objective 

ends are instances of causality through concepts. Subjec~ive 

ends are instances of causality of interests. Then there is 

Kant• s denial ,of causal considerations in aesthetic judgment • 

. Lastly, he proposes the notions of internal and intrinsic causa-
I 

lity. Of these t\.,rO only' internal causality is unique to aesthetic 
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response. In~rinsic causality is simply a general effect of any 

feeling of pleasure. 

The fundamental idea of pur-posiveness vli thout any concept 

of a purpose may be appreciated in the fvllow·ing manner. If we 

look at a flower, say a rose, we may have the feeling that it ·is, 

as we say, just right. we may have the feelin0 that it embodies 

or fulfils a purpose. At the same time we Clu not represent to 

ourselves any purpose which is achieved in the rose. we do.not 

conceive any purpose at all. And yet in some sense we feel, 

without concepts, thc:1t a fJUrpose is embodied in the flower. 

There is a sense of meaning, but there is no conceptual repre-

sentation of what is meant. There is a11tareness or consciousness 

of finality, but there is no concept of an end which is achieved. 

The matter is expressed admirably by Richard Eberhart's phrase, 

the beautiful disrelation of the spiritual1110 • 

several further points may be made about aesthetic res

ponse in respect of its proper object. There is Kant's famuus 

distinction between 11 free 11 and 11 dependen t 11 beauty. The distinction 

is a consec~ence of his thesis that aesthetic ju~gment is not 

determined by the subsumption of its object under a cvncept. 

He asserts that 11 the judgrnen t of taste, which an object is 

declared beautiful under the condition of a deterri1inate concept, 

is not pure 11
• Free beauty presupposes no concept of what the 

object should be. Dependent beauty does presuppose a concept 
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and the~ perfection of the object according to it. 11Those of the 

first kind are called (self-subsisting) beauties of this or that 

object. The others, as dependent on a concept (conditioned beauty) 

are attributed to objects that are subsumed under the concept 
~~ 

of a particular purpose 1111 • The general drift of Kant's meaning 

is clear enough. Some objects please apart from any concept, 

whether of a classification they instantiate or a purpose ·they 

fulfil. These are the objects which occasion aesthetic response 

and aesthetic judgment, which is pure 11 only if the person judging 

either has no concept of ~an object's_/ purpose, or abstracts 

. 12 Q ' 

from it in his judgment" • Other judgments of approval are 

judgments of object's compli;;nce with particular concepts. These 

cannot be pure aesthetic judgments. Kant allows them to be called 

judgments of dependent beauty. Kant's examples are well-known. 

All music without words are free beauties. The Sun temple of 

Konarak would instantiate dependent or adherent beauty. 

Dependen·t beauties may be either natural (e.g., "the 

'beauty of a horse 11
) or man made. In ei'ther cas~ they serv

1
e a 

purpose and are judged according to a concept of what a· thing 

should be· in order to serve that purpose. These 1;1ight please 

because they afe judged to have perfections answering to the 

concepts of such pur1 ·- ~es. Free beauties do not mean or represent 

anything. They do not stand in semantic or symbolic relationships 

to things outside of themselves. They do nut depict or port.rary 
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any content. But is it obvious that to depict or mean somethiqg 

is the same as to serve a purpose? Nor does it follow that if 

objects which serve purposes (such as Keats' Grecean Urn, the 

11 Silent form 11 which teased the poet 11 out of thought") must be 

excluded from the proper objects of pure judgments of taste. Can 

works of art with content be never the objects of disinterested 

aesthetic response"? It is one t!·ling to use concepts to int:erpret 

the cvntent or rnenning of a work, while it is another thing to 

use concepts for the evaluation of objects subsumed under them. 

If it is the latter use of concepts that Kant dern;_;nds to be 

excluded. from aesthetic judgment, then there is hardly any reason 

to assume that representational art must be ·the object of less 

than pure aesthetic judgment. 

Again, it seems to· possible to argue that Kant equivocates 

the cunce~t of re~resentations. It is possible to distinguish two 

concepts of it : (a) to represent an end is to serve that end 

or instantiate the concept of it. Representation in this case 

wculc not be a semcmtical relation. (b) &ut to re1-,resent 11 an 

object under a determinate cuncept 11 may have nothing to do with 

purposes. It might be a case of portraying, derJicting or referring 

to something, as may be done by music with words. Devotional 
I 

icono.logrephy might both illustrate and serve the purpose of 

worship. But the matter of representing an end in both function 

and content is surely contini:)ent, c.ince the two kinds of 
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representations are distinct. Judging that something illustrates, 

by its content, some end is quite different from judging it as 

an object which serves that end. rt is only the latter that needs 

be excluded from our response to beauty. Pnd if our argument has 

been in the right direction, then we shoulc say that a restriction 

of pure aesthetic judgment to non representatj.onal art dQes not 

follow from Kant's theoury of aesthetic judgment. 

Further, later on in the third ,gr i_:!:ique13 Kant says tllat 

11 a natural beauty is' a beautiful thing, an artistic beauty is a 

b~~tiful~presentation of a thing 11
• This amcunts to attributing 

to fine art an exclusively representational function. In the 

theory of aesthetic ideas Kant supposes 11 beauty ••• in general 

may be termed the expression of aesthetic ide as. Here is revealed 

an assumption that the representaticm of concepts or themes is 

the characteriE.tic purpose of art. The- point is that Kant links 

beauty and representation very closely indeed, in spite of the 

examples of abstract art wJ·lich he himself provides in Section 16. 

One may even suppose that representation in art is mimesis, yet 

to find something beautiful is quite different from finding it 
-

accurate, illustrative or informative. Heuristic art is frequentl~ 

aesthetically
1 
inoifferent. It also shov/S that successful repre-

sentation is hardly a sufficient condition of any kind of beauty. 

Beauty and representation may be compatible but distinct features 

of a work of art. 

I ' 
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A close reading of Section 16 of the third Critique might 

suggest that judgments of dependent beauty are not aesthetic 

judgments at all. Gne could ask if Kant's distinction was inten-

ded to be one between two kinds of beauty or between two kinds of 

judgments. Thi~ is a hard question, and no answer would be easy 

' 
enough. Even H. \'1. Cassirer did not discuss Section 16 in his 

Comrnenta£( to Kant's Critique of Judgment. Whatc;ver be the case 

it appears that Kant• s distinction does not prepare us for this 

enlargement of his concept of beauty. Supposing that judgments. of 

dependent beauty are indeed aesthetic judgments, then they are 

by no means pure ones, because they involve concepts, and these 

concepts do not determine our approval of their objects. Our 

delight in the Sun Temple at Konarak is connected with its in 

the past. But the concept of the purpose does not provide any 

rules by .which the beauty of the building can be mechanically 

determined. The concept of its pu~~ose may and does impose some 

constrdint on the freedom of the imagination with respect to the 

appearance of a temple. Yet the imagination is not altogether 

crippled by this constraint, and pleasure may be produced by 

its free harmony with the under.f>tanding' s demand for unity. K<mt 
·~ 

himself talks about the freedom of the imagination being 

11 restricted 1113 • Now to be "restricted" is not bo be "determined". 

And if that belso, then our approval of dependent beauties is 

not fully determined by a concept. It is simply constrained or 

limited by concepts, or set within boundaries. Though not pure, 
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judgments of dependent beauties might no less be aesthetic 

judgments. 

Kant has maintained that the freedom of the imagination 

is the necessary condition of aesthetic ~esponse. According to 

his explanation, aesthetic response is a synthesis of a manifold 

achieved without the use of any concept. Pleasure in the beautiful 

is then a response to the manifold presented by an object or its 

form. Thus it is a response ·to something which is independent of 

the imagination. Kant himself has said that 11 in the appr~hension 

of a given object of sense Lthe irr,aginationJ ·is found to a 

determinate form of this object 11 • If the object is to be found 

_beautiful, its form is to be felt as <me of the imagination 

could have designed itself
14

• 'l'he issue of the freedom of
1 

the 

imagination hence be stated be as follows. The £~8edom of the 

imagination lies in its freedom from constraint by concepts. 

The harmony of the faculties is to be produced by a manifold 

which is given to the imaginatiCJn. It cannot be produced by any 

concept which is forced on the understandin J in connection with 

the manifold. 

Is the freedom of the imagination a negative condition? 

Or, what is th~ nature of circumstances under which the freedom 

of the imagination can actually obtain? Kant mentions abstraction 
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as a power of the mind by which it can free itself from the 

constraints of both sensation and concepts. But the mind is not 

.~lways free to abstrac,t, at least from., the concepts which apply 

to objects. The knowledge that an object is a t'emple, or ~ wo~k 

of art produced according to some intention (Dan1:,r~ for example, 

says that he wrote the Divine Com~~ to lead his readers to the 

state of blessedness) appears to be such that if simply cannot: 

be abstracted from for the sake of a pure judgment of taste. It 

' 15 
may be true, as Crawford suggests, that tl !8 distinction between 

free and dependent beauty depends upon the notion of abstraction. 

But it is not certainly true that Kant•s position is we can 

abstract from any concept of a purpose determining the form of 

what w.e are considering. Rather there is an ambivalence in 

Kant•s positione 

It is an open question \.,rhether the judgment of art must 

always be a judgment of depenaent beauty. Kant's references to 

abstraction are so few as to provide an adequate basis for a!7, 

answer. But we can conjecture one. It is not just concepts of 

purposes which can constrain the imagination. In fact, any 

empirical concept can do that. Again, we are rarely given anything 

approximating pure design or composition. we are generally·pre-

sented with forms embodied in such material qualities as colours 

and tones. The nature of sensation and empirical knowledge would 

preclude our finding many objects beautiful, since these might 
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constrain the irnaginatio~. If Kant does not mean to imply such 

a conclusion, then he would have to accord extensive power to 

abstraction to avoid the difficulty. And oif the po:1er of abstrac

tion is broad enough, then it would allow free judgments on the 

beauty of works of art, and even of representational art. One 

reason for Kant's ignoring such a vital issue is that he addressed 

himself to constructing a transcendental rather than empirical 

aesthetic theory. The question whether we can always abstract 

from certain sorts of concepts is not a transcendental question, 

but an empirical one. Kant would say that exposition of taste 

.in terms of how things are "judged c anri'ot corrunand how they should 

b • d d1 7 -It' • ti 1 th t . t I e JU ge • However, .... remruns unexcep ona to say . a Kan s 

transcendental theory of taste is hardly sufficiL.:ut to produ03 

substantive constraints on the preper objects of aesthetic 

judgment. \vi thout a f\: ller theory about abstraction from concepts 

no criterial distinction between objects which must be regarded 

as free beauties and those which must be set:~n as dependent 

beauties can never be hoped for. Kant• s search for justificatory 

criteria oriented toward the objects rather than subjects of 

taste is less satisfying than his attempt to derive concrete 

criteria for aesthe.tic judgment as in the case of his discussion 

of disinterest~dness. 
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